CHAPTER V
OTHER BARRIO IMAGES
In the last two chapters we looked at barrio areal and barrio
point imagery.

In this chapter we shall deal with other types of imagcty

at the barrio level.

The protocol will be the one we have been using,

results followed by discussion for each type of imagery.

ima~es

Among the

we'll be looking at are what I haven chosen to term "h idden images ," sotmd
imagery, smell imagery , temporal imagery and social imagery.

These wil:.

be followed by a general discussion section.
Hidden Imagery:

Results

The richness of the foregoing areal and point imagery substantiates
to a signific an·:: extent our hypothesis that the barrio provides a critical
level of sub-urban analysis.

As a matter of fact, the degree of detail

is almost shc•cking to one acquainted with previous image studies.

It

seems to say that any sub-urban area is as rich or richer in Lynchian
imagery than the larger urban area.

While
this result was not unanticipated
r

by Lynch (1960, 160-181) and while Stea has achieved similar results
(Stea and Wood, 1971 , 42-43) , the confirmc.tion from the foregoing chapters
is all but conclusive.

Yet , hidden in the results to the questions

eliciting point imagery is still further

confirr.~tion.

These hidden results are hidden by their nature and by the nature
of the

Lynch:~an

symbolization and mapping technique.

Yet this information

is valuable, revealing as it does, a barrjo. identity of another sort.

As

an example of these hidden images we s hall discuss GuadalupP., for whic:-t
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Table 5.1 shows 12 classes of hidden information.
TABLE 5.1
Hidden I magery: Barrio Guadalupe
(Per centages are frequency of mention)

1.

Beautiful views from Guadalupe hill •

80%

2.

Presence of many shops
Clothing shops
Shoe repair shops
Shops selling bags
Food shops

94%

22%
22%
22%
11%

3.

Friends live in same barrio

39%

4.

Presence of trees on the hill

30%

5.

Presence of manta weaving looms

22%

6.

Towers and bells of the church

17%

7.

Grandparents live in barrio

14%

8.

Countryside aspect of barrio

13%

9.

Bctrrio has

13%

~

shops, people, music

10.

PJ:esence of many flowers

13%

11.

Pr.esence of many tourists

11%

12.

Presence of many Indians

11%

This information was collecte<:1. from the responses to Questions
31,38, and 39, but due to the nature of Lynchian symbolization it could

not really be mapped.

Item 1 on Table 5.1, for instance, is not a land-

mark, node, district, path or edge and hence cannot show up on our maps
of point imagery.
mark as such.

Item 2 is a type of landmark, but not a specific lanQ-

Item 3 is an utterly non-physical aspect of the barrio

image and hence cannot be mapped .
Table.

And so on for all the items on the

Nonetheless, these, as much as the things that could be mapped,

are resutls and cannot be justifiably ignored, particularly when it is
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noted with what frequency some of the listed items are mentioned by the
students.

Below these responses are treated in the detail that they merit .

Some of these unmappable phenomena have earlier been called
"generic" (Wood, 1969, 31).

The word attempted to point out that while

94% of the Guadalupe sample mentioned the existence of shops in the barrio,
the lack of
in genera1?
~n

~pecificity

made them unmappable.

Not on a map, certainly.

Where does one locate shops

(Six shops, mentioned by name

the resporses to Question 34 , were naturally mapped and appear on the

appropriate image in the last chapter.)

Under this generic heading would

go the shops , looms and trees from Table 5 .1.
are not only generic but ephemeral.

Other things on the 1 is I;

These would include the tourists ,

the Indians c:md the flowers that were perceived as forming part of the
barrjo character.

Ephemeral phenomena can be described and mapped lo

a degree, and have been for the market of San Cristobal (Anderson , 1 969,
46-51).

A third category , i nto which towers and bells and beautiful viE:ws

might be placed, will be referred to as

su~-elemental

in character.

Lynch 's

symbolization allows one to map landmarks <>r paths which he called imag(!
elements.

~lt

this-symbolization does not permit one to note which

aspect or aspects of these elements are

outsta~ding.

Thus the Guadalupe

hill, whose existence as a landmark is outstanding on the barrio image,
has a certain characteristic noted by 80%. of our sample, namely its
beautiful

vic~w,

which characteristic is revealing but unmappable.

fourth and fLnal category includes
and grandparents from Table 5.1.

so~ial

Thus in

characteristics, such as
r~sponse

A
frie~ds

to our question:

"What

do you like best about your barrio? " one could typically respond by
saying:

":;r like the view from Guadalupe hill," or less typically by

stating, "I like the fact that my friends and relatives live here," or
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even conceivably by some conbination of the two.

These social phenomena

are also susceptible to mapping, but not using Lynchian approaches.
Hidden Imagery:

Discussion

These four types of hidden images are each important, not only
in illuminating the barrio image in San Cristobal, but for image studies
anywhere.

Because of their importance, each type will be treated individ-

ually in this discussion section.
Generic Images
First of all it must be apparent that a map of any generic class
of information

constit~tes

a pure opportunity surface.

Thus Figure 4.18,

the church opportunity surface, is a map of a genus of goal and/or
building, in this case religion and/or church.

The distinction between

goal and building in this case is valid, because the average tourist wiEhes
to see the churches as buildings , while the average city resident wishes
to use the churches to practice his religion.
earlier an

o~portunity

experiemce:

limited and

surface can be drawn for any item or aspect of

emotion, building, goal, orientation, shopping,

ad infinitum.
information.

As I have suggested

socializin~r

Obviously any opportunity surface contains generic
But I wish to use the word generic hereinafter in a very

~;pecial

sense, that being:

information about a genus that

is non-specific, for example "churcheS " rather than "churches:
Domingo, San Cristobal, San Francisco and so on. "

Santo

I hope that you see

the distinction.
A case in point is to be found in the responses to our question ·
on Questionnnire I, which asked what was most important or memorable
.f or the studHnts about the city .

In the responses to this question, four

churches were mentioned by name with great frequency.

But 20% of this
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176 student sample responded with the simple vTord "churches. 11

\.Jhile

this means that 35 students mentioned churches generic-lly it would
have been fatuous to map all the churches of San Cristobal on this basis .
. What then happens to this response?
ommissions.

It is relegated to a table of

But what does it mean that 35 students listed churches as a

characteristic of San Cristobal?

It could mean:

a) tha t no single

church but the idea of churches is crucial to the image;

b) that· some

attribute of the churches, i.e. Catholicism , or authoritative architecture,
is crucial to the image ;

c) that all and each of the churches i3 important

but too many to name and that hence this shorthand use of churches is used ;
or

d) some combinat ion of these three things.
a)San Cristobal is a town of 30,000 inhabitants.

That's at least one church for every 250 families.

It has 25 churches.

Obviously the idea

of churches, the image of all t hose churchHs is part of the image of
San Cristobal.

b)

As we know, churches are part of the

gestalt attached to the plaza .

~arrio

center

Churches also ring bells, have fiestas,

masses, are the focal points of holidays , and are buildings of great
authority.

The power of these attributes in combinat ion is great.

Consider that by virtue of their physical bearing, their orienting capabil ities and their symbolic

char~r

are always intertwined.

ties the symbol into the city physically.

The building

The fact of religion is always

inescapable because the presence of these large buildings is inescapable.
c)

Some students may have felt that each of the churches i'n San Cristo':Jal

was equally memorable and rather than name them all chose to designate
each individually through the use of the word "churches ." d)

Some combin-

ation of all or any of the foregoing is of course the most likely for the
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sample taken as a \>lhole .
Some students may have been considering churches in the light of
I

the cumulative mass of them all; others as expressing the Catholicism
of San Cristobal; still others as including each individual church.

For

all 35 students it is a comple;x: of reasons, none of which i s surely known
and all of which are highly suggestive.
This same process of reasoning that has just been applied to thE!
churches of San Cristobal applies equally to the "shops," the "looms"
and the "trees" listed for Guadalupe in Table 5.1.

When they think of

their barrio they thinJ: of shops , looms and trees.

Simply because

they cannot be traditionally mapped as components of mental images
doesn 1 t mean they aren 1 t vi tal components of the image.

These componen·:s

must be brought out of hiding.
Sub-elemental Images
Our :;econd type of hidden image was sub-elemental.

This type

included the towers and bells of the church and the view from the hill.
These respon::;es were mapped as elements on the maps of point imagery.
When someonw mentioned the view from the
mention of the hill.

~ill,

it was counted as a

But the fact of the matter is that this technique

obscures the imageable aspect of the hill that the students mentioned,
in this case 80% of the time.

In the last chapter it was noted that the

point images reveal nothing about the imageable character of any element.
But much of the information from which the image maps were created said
a great deal about the imageable character of the elements.

From Table

5.1 we see that the hill was described by 80% of the students as having
a beautiful view and by 30% of the students as having trees.

These

descriptions do say something about the visual aspects of this element.
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Likewise the fact that

17%

of the students pointedly mention the bells

and the towers of the barrio church says something about the visua l
character of this element.

These sub-elemental images are sub-elemental

in that just as the hill itself appears as an element on the mental
image of the t1ill.

This would indeed be a technique worthy of trying

in an attempt to learn something about the imageability of a place.
Run a study s·1ch as this , thereby discovering the items of the city
surface that .3re critical:

buildings, streets and the ljke.

Then run

a second study asking for images of the elements isolated on the first.
Elements which could be discussed in elaborate detail could be considered
imageable, while those not so discussed could be considered less imageable.
There would h3ve to be some control for significance of usc, but the actual
question of

i~ageability

would have at lea st been dealt with directly.

A hint of the sort of information that could be expected in this
sort of study is presented in Figure 5.1.
obviously, but of a single sub-elemental
of buildings .

This is an opportunity surfac3,
a~pect,

in thi s case the heighL

The students were asked (on Questionnaire I) to locate

the tallest l:uilding in San Cristobal.

Only

21%

of the students responded

which immediately says something about this particular sub-elemental
characteristic.

This is so because in the same question the students

were asked tc locate as many churches as possible and 89% responded .
The difference I feel certa i n relates to the fact that the students kne\\
the churches off-hand, but had to ponder about which building was the
tallest.

The question was asked to probe attitudes toward a grotesque

five-story building.
while

7%

Only G% considered it San Cristoba·l' s tallest,

P'?ir:ted to the Cathedral, 4% to E'.riC and the remainder to

various other buildings.

These perceptions are measures of visual impact,
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Figure 5.1

Locations of the tallest building.
represents one choice.

Each dot
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that is imageability.

The five-story grotesquerie is a small building,

it is jammed in on· Diego ·Mazariegos among a jumble of other buildings,
and it is difficult to get a clear view of.

The Cathedral, on the other

hand, is a vast edifice, massive, we·i ghty and solid, provided with lots
of empty space for contrast, and easy to view.

ETIC is also a large build-

ing, but suffers from being across the street from the Cathedral.
towards these buildings were alsu revealin<J.

Attitudes

The Calheural and ETIC were

both uniformly admired, the one for its Colonial architecture and the other
for its modernity.

The attitudes towards the five story grotesquerie were

best summed by one respondent who called it "Just the very ugliest box!"
These sub-elemental characteristics are pe::haps the most important part of
the entire study as far as the question of imageability is concerned.
Social Image.:;
From Table 5.1 it can be seen that 39% of the students listed as
a thing that they liked about their barrio the fact that their friends
lived there too, and also that 14% liked ti1e fact that their grandparents
lived there.
than can

nev~r

These are considerations of a social and emotional nature
be overlooked.

It is quite conceivable that people like

a place not by virtue of its delicious appearance, layout, et cetera,
but solely as a result of pleasant social and emotional associations.
Figure 5.2 is a composite of graphic responses to a question on Questionnaire I asking where the students would live if thet could.

The map

. presents a bi.-polar picture in that 73% of · the respondents would choose to
live in the center of town, while 17% would choose to live outside the city.
Each spatial set of responses is further characterized by bi-polar reascning
in that about half of each group would move for opposite reasons.

That
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Figure 5.2

Locations of where they would live if they could.
Each dot represents one choice.
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is, half would move because they are dissatisfied with their current
location, while the other half are not necessarily dissatisfied but
would like to live closer to friends and relatives.

Not only does this

type of feeljng condition attitudes tow&rds the environment, but it
is in fact an important component of any attitude.

That is to say that

my student sample is no more objective in its feelings about San Cristobal
than I am.

My realization of this fact led to designing Questionnaire II

so as to be able to speak to this issue with some precision.

The results

to these questions are presented further on in this chapter.

The specific

social imagery at issue here, is that hiddE!n in the point imagery
responses as illustrated by Table 5.1.
Ephemeral Images
The fourth category into which the hidden imagery was divided
was ephemeral.

This is essentially the dynamic portion of the barrio im.1ge.

What is the m:>st significant portion of . the town market?
characterizes the market in these terms:

Anderson

"human maelstrom, 11

11

the human

pyramid of bojies seated upon, or climbing up and down the front steps;
surging masses of people," "the myriad of

~~phemeral

vendors," "buyers

which pulsed through the market," and notes that in a single hour, 921
persons passed up and down the front market steps. (Anderson, 1969, 46-47)
Had he described the market at 3:00 P.M. in the afternoon, he would
have used the terms "empty, deserted, peopled by a few stray dogs and
children, 11 sc ephemeral is what he saw in ·r.he morning as the market's
distinguishir.g characteristic.

For Anderson the outstanding image of

the market consists of crowds of people, crowds which dissipate by
noon .

This ephemeral population is a comp)nent of several other

image elements:

Diego Mazariegos, Calle c.1lle Guadalupe, the zocalo,_
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ETIC, and CaJle Insurgentes in Santa Lucia.
will show them to include flowers,

For Barrio Guadalupe Table 5.1

tourists and Indians.

In simply

naming these three ephemeral phenomena we have touched on the topic of
time cycles, for the tourists come and go in the barrio with the day,
but also with the season.

Indians come and go daily regardless of the

season, and flowers are clearly ephemeral with the seasons.
are many other cycles.

But there

The market has a d3.ily cycle, b ut it is c losed

on Sundays and it exhibits a weekly cyc le as well.
also exhibit weekly cycles, and yearly ones as well.

Churches and schools
The same appl ie s to

frequency of use for barrio plazas and even the Zocalo.

The weather

likewise comes seasonally and during some months San Cristobal presents
a much grayer aspect than at others for this reason.

And so on.

How vital are these ephemeral aspects of image elements?
are vital.
ephemeral

They

It is suggested that image studies could generate these
phE~nomena

by being administered through time and that these

could then be objectively studied by the administration of specific stucies
regarding the effect that their .cyclic occurrence has on the image at 1.: rge
and even to discover to what extent the image of a place varies through a
year and even a lifetime.

Clearly the imc:ge of San Cristobal must be

different during the two great city fiestes when attention is focused
on two

diffe~ent

places, the hill of San Cristobal and the Zocalo.

Certainly the aural image varies through time, as firecrackers break the
morning sile:1ce with increased frequency during fiestas, and marimba bands
prowl the streets at 5:00 a.m.

And so on.

As to the objective study of these phenomena, I assert that it
is essential.

Lynch says:

"To compare with these subjective pictures
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of the city, such data as air photos, maps and diagrams, of density,
use or building shape might seem to be the proper 'objective' descripsuch things are quite

tion of the physical form of the city
inadequate fc•r the purpose" ·
be faulted on two counts:

(Lynch, 1960, 143).

His conclusion can

1) Lynch himself in the same work provides

us with objective data, in one case mapping·steep streets against
topography with keyed in street cross-sections (165), in another case
mapping the incidence of inset doors and brick sidewalks (166) and by
further including street maps, air photos, and numerous eye-level photos of
architectural gestalts and details .

Apparently he feels that these

things are perfectly adequate for some purposes.

2)

Besides which, one

of the basic goals of image analysis should be to study systematically
the distorticns inherent in the mental image vis a vis its objective
counterpart.

In this respect Lynch is guilty of casuistry since his

thes i s is that reality is not mirrored accHrately, legibility, in the mind
of the beholcer.

Here he assumes an objec1:ive reality (demonstrable

using air photos, maps and diagrams) which is preceptibly garbled by
unclear, ille:gible relationships.

Further. image work must present as

many objective correlates to perceived realities as possible.

This is

the most hidden image in image studies.
Social Imagery:

Results and Discussion

In the foregoing section, the issue of social imagery was raised.
Elevel quest::.ons on Questionnaire II were :ieveloped to deal with this
issue specifically.

The results from these questions are here

summarized as Table 5.2.
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TABLE 5.2
Responses to Social Imagery Questions
For Selected Barrios
Sta. Lucia

Merced

Centro

Guad

Cer

Students that have
lived in other barrios

25%

67%

89%

30%

40%

Students asserting
that there are barrio
fiestas

83%

100%

89%

100%

90%

Students asserting
that there is music
at fiestas

83%

100%

94%

100%

90%

Students asserting
that there are city
fiestas

75%

95%

89%

50%

60%

Students asserting
that the whole city
attends these fiestas

96%

90%

100%

70%

80%

Students asserting
that the whole city
uses the Cathedral

96%

90%

100%

70%

80%

Students asserting
that friends live
in barrio

38%

57%

40%

50%

30%

Students asserting
friends live outside
barrio

50%

33%

44%

20%

40%

Studenf:s that like
their narrio

92%

57%

67%

50%

70%

Stud<ents that do not
like tneir barrio

4%

10%

0

10%

0

so.

Students that like
another barrio better

21%

5%

22%

10%

30%

so.

Students that do not
like a:1other barrio
better

63%

62%

22%

50%

40%

14.
22.

25.

28.

29.

30.

36.

36.

49.
49.
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(Left hand numbers refer to the question
and percentages arc percent of

subs~mple

number on the questionnaire
responding tq a given question.)

A brief verbal summary of this Table will not be out of place.
A full third of the students have lived in other barrios than those
they currently inhabit.

(The antecedent barrios, eight in number, arc.

all part of our hard core.)

The students ovenJhelmingly attest to

the presence of barrio fiestas , affirm that there is music at these
fiestas, that there are city fiestas on the Zocalo, that these fiestas
are attenc1cd by the city at large, and that the entire city makes use
of the Cathedral.

They are split on where their

frien::~s

live, 43%

of the entire Questionnaire II sample locating them within their own
barrio,40% locating them without.

They are enamoured of their own barrio,

70%,(once again of the entire sample

as is the case with the remaininf;

figures) of them affirming their like within a range of from 50 to 92% .
Yet at the same time 17% would rather live in another barrio, within a
range of frcm 5 to 30%.

On the other hand, 49% would just as soon

stay where they are, within a range from 22 to 63%.

All in all, there

is an obvious recognition of the barrio as some sort of life-space unit.
As the barrio fiesta provides a focus for this social aspect of
the barrio, Questions 22-25 dealt with it exclusively.

As an example

of the sorts of responses elicited, take once again Barrio Guadalupe.
Of the eighteen resident students, 78% pointed to the Fiesta Titular
de Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe as the preeminently barrio fiesta.
Seventeen per

ce~t

referred to Christmas as a barrio fiesta, while

another 28% mentioned five other fiestas as barrio fiestas, including
santa Cecilia, San Martin and the Feria.

Of these last, the Feria is
"

16;1.
a city fiesta.

San Martin is a fiesta celebrated only by the student

that mentioned it, and Santa Cecilia is a peculiar fiesta with involvements for Guadalupe, but for other barrios as well.

Anyhow, it is

agreed thai: c:.uadalupe is the barrio fi esta for Guadalupe .

This f i esta it

was unanimously agreed, was held on the 12th and 13th of December.

Our

Lady of Guadalupe, in addition to being the patron saint of this b a rrio
is likewise the patron saint of Mexico and Mexicans.

Thus this is a

big day, not only for our barrio, but for the individuals, the town ,
the state and whole country.

Given these considerations, the answers

to Question 24 are extremely revealing:

all of the students agree that

non-barrio residents are not excluded from the fiesta, and while 6 1 %
state that fiesta participants are not only from Barrio Guadalupe, 50%
claim that mcst of the fiesta participants are.

Only 33 % claim that

most of the fiesta participants are from wi.thout the barrio.
the

response~

Granted,

are somewhat equivocal, but 9iven the nature of this

particular fiesta, t h e 50% figure is stron9 evidence for the
predominantly barrio nature of titular barrio fiestas, given the extrabarrio significance of Fiesta Guadalupe

fa~

the broader community

noted above .
What goes on at these fiestas?

Our students indicate that barrio

fiestas are richly various celebrations utilizing an amazing number
of human resources and fully exploiting our limitless imaginations.
For this pari:icular fiesta a general good feeling is noted by all
students:

"·rhere are many people there and they are very happy. "

There· are also early morning peregrinations and there are masses.

There

are marimba bands and mariachi bands and brass bands and their music
runs the gamut for happy to rancherias, fr::>m romantic to modern.
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The people parade around the plaza and dance and get drunk.

Numerous

stands sell quermeses, which are rich pastries and candies, while fireworks - aer1al bombs, toritos and castilos - explode both day and night .
Residents create allegorical displays o.1 cars and trucks and the children
not only play generally in the festive air, but engage in the exciting
pinatas.

These fiestas commence before tha sun has risen and go on and

on and on.

The eighteen Guadalupe students generated 25 activities,

mentioning these a total of 51 times.

The fiesta looms large in their

minds.
The layout of these fiestas is interesting.

The following plan

was drawn on the second day of the fiesta in honor of the Ascension of
Mary, held in the plaza of Barrio Mexicanos from the 13th to the 15th
of August.

It will be noticed that the focal points of the fiesta at

this one point in time, about 4:00p . m., are many.
shows , a basl:etball game , between the

b~rr .io

champs and another barrio ,

was in progrnss, on the west side of the plaza.
younger kids were playing with pinatas.
were

cluster,~d

As figure 5.3

On the south side,

Ctn the north side people

around the front of the church listening to the two marimba

bands at the entrance.

In the plaza ' s center men young and old were

attempting to scale a greasy pole for the prizes attached to the pole ' s
top.

Thirty-one stands loaded down with food were competing for pesos

with the bamebooths and cantinas.

The fiesta was announced at the

entrances to the plaza by very elaborate floral gateways and the barrio
streets for several blocks from the plaza were festooned with pennants.
Once again here the morning had commenced with peregrinations and fireworks still continued.
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Figure 5.3

Fiesta Mexicanos
The layout of the Fiesta in Plaza Mexicanos at
4:00p.m., 14 August, 1969, in honor of the
Ascension of Mary.
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It cannot at this point be emphasized too strongly the significance
of these fiestas .

We have seen their incredible variety of entertainment

and in the case of Mexicanos how the organizers can afford to squander
their largese- four focal events going on silmultaneously.

Imagine the

cost to a poor barrio of hiring two marimba bands three days running,
of purchasing, a sufficiency of fireworks to fill the air with sounds
three days running from dawn to midnight, of creating elaborate flora
gateways, of decorating the barrio.

These barrios are celebrating

their barrio-ness and the fact that they do so is added evidence that
the barrio is at least some sort of selfconscious social entity.
that the

fie~;ta

And

is held in the barrio plaza is tacit recognition of the

central posHion of the plaza in the barrio cosmography.
But fiestas are not constantly held in the barrio plazas.

We

next look at the sort of role the barrio plazas play when fiestas are
not taking p::.ace in them. · Two barrios will be examined, Guadalupe and
Merced.

Fir:~t

of all the Guadalupe students were asked the basic

question, "Does your barrio have its own park or plaza?"
the students agreed that it did.

A second

que~tion,

A full 95% of

designed to prove

that the parish church and the plaza formed some sort of mental gestalt,
_

prov~ded

equ.tvocal responses due to the fact that officially the

Cathedral is the only parish church in town.

But in this case, 77%

stated that their parish church as adjacent to the barrio plaza.
22% noted that their parish church as downt·own.

Only

So both awarenesses

are there and undoubtedly the source of some confusion.

In response

to the que.s tion asking when they go to the.ir own plaza, 50% said
they went Sundays only, 38% said they

~ent

daily, and 22% said that
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they went every now and again.

To control these results against trips

through

store~,

the plaza to school or

to why they went to their plaza.
play there with friends:

the students were queried as

Fully

"because my

83% replied that they \·;ent to

f.::~milies

live nearby," "to divert

myself for a while agreeably with boy ancl girlfriends."

To the subsequent

question inquiring about '"hat they did there, 70% said they played there
and listed a variety of games including basketball, baseball, and soccer.
These were very different from the answers received to similar questions
regarding the Zocalo.

Fifty-five per cent noted that they wet1t through

the Zocalo on the way to school, while 22i.. gave as their reason its
central location to stores.

And in their description of what went on

Zocalo, not a single student men t ioned

thE~

i~

games listed for their barrio

plaza, but rather listed pleasant chatting with friends, male and
female, as

t~eir

chief

occupat~on

They have then decidedly

there.
differ.en1~

ideas of the :1.atures of

thesr~

two plazas; their own, less formal, can be played in, while the other,
more formal, provides a forum for a more adult set of behavior.

A

final question, "Where do you play?" brought out the follmving responses :
TABLE 5.3
. Play Locations .£y_ Frequenr:.1. of Mention
For Barrio

Guadalup·~

(n=l8)

1.

House (mm) .

83%

2.

Barrio plaza

72%

3.

The street

63%

4.

House (friend ' s)

50%

5.

All above

6.

Other

.

44%
33%

the
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Barrio Merced presents us with its own picture, yet one which is
generally simi lar to that of Guadalupe.

Of the twenty-four students

resident in La Merced, 80% admitted that their barrio •had a plaza, while
63% went on to note that their parish church as adjacent to the plaza.

Only JO% went into the big deal about the Cathedra l.
their Plaza?

~fuen do they go to

Sixty-seven per cent went regularly but not everyday .

Another 17% went only on Sundays and a miniscule

8~

went daily.

Their

reasons for going to their own plaza were more determinedly sports
oriented.

One boy said he went solely because of the basketba ll court

in his plaza, while 73% vaguely followed him speaking of play and friends.
Fully 7% said they went to distract themselves from their worries.
San Cristobal kids of this age are already extraordinarily serious about
life.

What goes on in their plaza?

Eighty-four

per cent agree that

play goes on, along with chatting and "making out" in their staid
and proper Mexican manner.

The basketball court showed up again in

a 27% response indicating play at this gamn.
in this barrio but volleyball did.

Baseball made no appearance

over a1: the Zocalo these students

were busy studying with 34% stating that they go to the Zocalo for
such a purpose.

This is understandable.

by church, regional prison and bustling
by quiet.
to bicycle.

I~terestingly

Their own plaza, hedged in
to·~n

market, is not

characteriz~d

13% remarked that they went to the Zoca lo

This isn't really surprising either since their plaza is

approached fore and aft by flights of steps and since with the market
right there the streets are always jammed with traffic.

They went to the

Zocalo generally because school took them there (33%) but also to chat
with friends in a pleasant late-afternoon sort of way (63 %).

The

last question, where they go to play, brought out some interesting responses

..
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on the theme intuncd by Guadalupe:
TABLE 5.4
Play Locations

~

Frequency of Mention

For Barrio Herced (n=24)

.

84%

1.

House (mm)

2.

House (friend's)

75%

3.

Barrio plaza

55%

4.

The street

42%

5.

All above

33%

6.

Other

.

13%

The results to these questions are very similar for the two
barrios exemplified above.

There are variations such as exist between

Merced and Guadalupe, but in general the major distinctions noted
earlier are r ·: tained.

Each barrio has its

o~m

plaza, and its church,

de spite the confusion created by the lack of parish priests.

..

friends are uppermost in the barrio plaza :lmage,
and quiet pleasures dominate the Zocalo im.1ge.

~.;rhil e

The

Play and

school, friends

~arrio

plaza , then,

has its own functions and its own fiestas and so is quite distinctive
visa vis the city plaza, the Zocalo.
Color, Sound, Smell and Temporal Imagery:
Results and Discussion
Finally the second questionnaire investigated the
smell, color and time in the barrio image.

ro~s

of sounds,

As was noted in my earlier

paper (Wood, 1969. 43-44), where these things were examined for the city
as a whole, these phenomena can act as a clock through :he day.

Sounds

and smells can be solicited temporally and then separated
sound by sound or smell by smell and grapr_ed against time.

Figure 5. 4
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is one such graph reproduced from earlier article.
o f sounds predominated

A certain association

in the morning, another during the day, a third

in the evening and so on.

Thus also smells do vary with the hours, and

the two provide re::inforcing semimodal clocks.

So much was clear.

The

questions that then presented themselves were whether or not this temporal
manifestation was consciously or unconsciously perceived, whether or not
this temporal manifestation functioned for time cycles greater than
the diurnal one. and whether or not sounds and smells created aerial
distinctions as well as temporal ones.

The;! answers are in; they are

not conclusive, but tend to answer all the above questions affirmatively.
Once again we shall take as an example Barrio Guadalupe.

Thirty-

nine per cent of the Guadalupe residents affirmed that their barrio had a
distinctive sound unto itself.

Of these, 17% said that their barrio

was more pleasant to the ear than other barrios.
denied that t.he barrio had a unique sound.
described by 33% of the students.

...

marimba

band~. ,

outstandi~g

Characteristic sounds were

Among these were the sounds of

the shouts of drunks and young children, the noise of

trucks and cc·rs, and silence.
as

On the other hand 22%

Seventeen per cent of them noted silence

in the sound image of their barrio.

(This is pretty

much the same group that on Table 5.1 admi red the countryside aspect of
their barrio..

Their entire image of Guadalupe is very pastoral.)

Again 17% cL1imed that with their eyes shut they could identify their
barrio by it:; sounds.

Identifying sounds were described as including

the sounds of the toymakers and the Englir;h spoken by the tourists on
the barrio's main street, in the plaza and around the church.

As for

the differen•.::es between day and night, 33!1. affirmed that such a distinct:ion
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could be made.
of radios,
and

Of these, 27% noted the nocturnal absence of the sounds

work and general chatter, while 6% noted the diurnal absence

no~turnal

presence of barking dogs, lowing cows, and crowing cocks.

Once again 33% agreed that there was in fact a difference between the
sounds of the week and the sounds of Sunday.

Sunday, they remarked, is

quieter, gentler and what sounds there are seem hushed.
Smells as usual were harder to get a handle on, but 33% agreed,
while 22% disagreed, that Guadalupe has a distinctive smell.

The

distinction noted by one is that only in his barrio was ham well prepared
and that its smell was lovely.

This sentiment was echoed by 33% of the

students who remarked, not only on the "jamon de pierna" but on the
fruit packing capabilities of the barrio as well.

Both of these occupa-

tions produced smells that were easy on the nose.

Our pastoral cabal (11%)

remarked as e·xpected on the wholesome clean air of the barrio.

The same 33%

state flatly that the food smells alone. would readily enable them to
distinguish i:heir barrio from others with their eyes closed.

A surprising

44% concurred with the statement that there are smells by day and not by
night, and even more specifically that meat is not processed at night
thus depriving them of that glorious smell (Glorious is the word that wcs
used!).

The pastorales

(11%) thought that this was great.

Little

distinction ,.,.as made between Sunday and the rest of the week on the basis
of small, 44% making the smalls pretty much the same, and 11% finding them
more agreeable due to the copious amounts of flowers in church .

Hazy as

all this may appear, the image must be pretty potent to get, at the end of an

eight page questionnaire administered as it was, the agreement of as many as
44% and never less than 11% of sour sample.

That as few as two student!;

..
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should remark about the Sunday flowers in church does not imply a weak
odor image, but rather the contrary, surprisingly enough.
For the question of barrio differentiation by general color
impressions our sample is larger than for the sound and smell questions,
for we include the ten Guadalupe students from Que stionnaire I as well
as the eighteen from Questionnaire II since the q uestions about color
wer in some cases identical.
claimed it was blue and white,
shade of blue.

Asked the color of their barrio, ll%
while 61% claimed it wa s simply some

In other words, a whopping twenty out of twenty-eight

students could agree that Guadalupe was quintessentially blue.

The

aggregate of all classes of reds, pinks, yellows, and golds come to
only 11% to give you some idea of the terrific preponderence of blue
observers.

Of necessity this color refers to the colors of the

buildin~s

in the barrio, of which the church and the homes around the pleza and
down on the rrain street are predominantly blue and white.

This kind of

unanimity amcng the students at this stage in the questionnaires is
astounding.

As to the differences in colocs night and day, 56% noted

that at night. everything is black, except for one who wrote ''that the
colors by day are more delicious and that at night there is nothing,"
which is a nice way of putting the same thing.

To my absurd question as

to the differences in color between Sunday and the rest of the week,
noted that the colors were much the same .

Thus we can see that color,

sound and smell to a surprising extent reinforce the barrio image.
It woul'd be fatuous in this thesis to repeat the foregoing
analysis for each barrio.

39 ~';

But I feel it incumbent on me to point out

that the Guadalupe response was not in any way extreme.

That is, I
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have not picked the most responsive barrio, nor the most interesting
in terms of color, sound and smell imagery.

While the average percentage

•
of students responding to this set of questions in Guadalupe
revolved
around a 33% level, i.e. about one-third of the sample responded to
any given question, the level of response for Merced was exclusively
between 75 an 83 percent.

This is equivalent to noting that the response

for Merced was much richer than that for Guadalupe.

On the other hand

the averaged all-barrio level of response was 38%, so you can see that
the students from some barrios responded readily to these questions,
those from others poorly and those from Guadalupe just about normally.
To a substantial extent these differentials may be due to the range in
sample size, Merced (n=24) and Centro (n=21) having large samples,
Guadalupe

(n=l8), Cerrillo (n-11), and Santa Lucia (n=lO) having

samples and the remaining barrios small samples (n=lO).

averagE~

In my response!;

generally, a higher percentage of students respond from a larger sample.
That is, if t:hree students respond from a sample of ten to a given
question, it is more often than not the case that twelve will respond
from a

samplE~

of twenty in response to the same question.

But never-

theless the range in response and the varying richness of the response
also says something about image strength differentials between barrios.
That is, a rich environment is more likely to produce a rich image
than an impoverished one.
Thus I would be forced to maintair. on this basis that Merced
provided a richer environment than Guadalupe for the sound, smell and
color imagery was much stronger for Merced.

As I said, response levels

were high, 83% of the Merced sample claiming that they could identify
their barrio by sound alone.

They listed as clue sounds the unusual
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clangor of the bells of their church, the unique sounds of the

marke~,

the heavy sound of traffic, and even the distinctive sounds of echoing
in the. deserted streets at night!

Their list of sounds unique to

their bartlo include the sound of cars,
the semi-haulers, the

th~

rattle of the chains on

airplanes taking off, music of marimbas, serenades,

and fiestas, the market and church bells.

And everyone of the seventeen

individual lists of characteristic smells consisted exclusively of food
covering the market products down to and including "las frutas en
putrefaccion."

Sounds by night and sounds by day, a 75% response

1

25%

noting the ba.rkirlg of dogs at night, one person noting that while the
sounds of foctsteps are buried during the day, they sound hard and clear
by night.

As· for smells, they timed them for me.

Such responses as

" a frutas la manana, la tarde a pan" or "no hay olores de frutas por el
noche y en el dia si, proque el mercado no esta abierto por el noche"
were frequent..

..

The smell of " todos clases de flores" at night was

remarked upon by 13% of the students.
ions were exact and detailed.

The night and day color distinct-

Smells clearly vary in this barrio, as

did sounds, from Sunday to the rest of the •..;ee!<, mostly because there is
no market on Sundays and of this joyous fact all are aware.
with, but don't really like the market.
on Sundays.

They live

One student smells mole only

these students even tried to distinguish colors, Sunday

from the week, 55% responding to this question, but they were no more
than noble attempts at articulating poetic concepts;
gibberish.

But what an image overall.

they were

Crystal clear areal and temporal

differentiation by sound and smell.
In the beginning of this chapter something called hidden images
were discussed.

But actuall y all the images discussed in the rest of the
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chapter are hidden as well.

That is to say, that social, sound, smell

and temporal imagery is invisible and has failed to be elicited by past
investigators who focussed upon visible imagery.

But the fact

they are invisible does not mean that they're unimportant.
have seen, they

a~e

tha~

As we

real, and actually clearly perceived and understood.

Much more work must be done along these lines and not simply along
behavorial or perceptual lines.
these images

~n

And means must be devised for presenting

maps; both perceived images and objective correlates

need to be ma1e available for study in abstract graphic formats.
Remarkable advances in non-visual sensing devices in recent years have
been relatively unexploited in studying urban imagery.

Recently we

have noted grunts among the herd regarding air pollution (smells, tastes,
visibility, health) and noise pollution.
constantly being made.
atmospheric structuring?

Measurements of both are

What about the posjtive aspects of invisible
Why not measure, record and map the smells of

flowers, trees, sea-air, cooking, bakeries, ad

infinitum~

The

positive aspects of traffic sounds, kids playing, dogs barking, people
walking, firecrackers, whistles, crowds cheering?

All things in

excess are noxious, but sounds and smells have·positive roles to play
as well.
General Discussion of Barrio Images
Inasmuch as we are about to leave the barrio for discussion of
the city and house levels of existence, it is appropriate to quickly
sum up what we have learned about the barrio.
looked at the barrio

through · a~variety

First of all, we have

of lenses.

In the Prologue we

learned something of their political nature and briefly scanned their
various physical characteristics.

Their coherence as craft units was
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also emphasized.

Subsequently we attacked the question of barrio identity

and saw that it was strong along a variety of indices:

municipal,

religious, perceptual. adult, and even quasi-social scientific.

Moving

on to the question of barrio boundedness, we saw that despite a lack of
strong physical boundaries, our student samples were able to duplicate
the boundaries with a high degree of accuracy.
Then

~e

moved into the barrio itself, examining image s o f barrios

drawn in respcnse to a variety of questions.

We learned that our samples

knew their barrios intimately and yet in a variety of ways.

We discovered

the things abc·ut their barrios in which they felt pride and the things
that ·they liked.

We learned the landmarks Hhich they used to navigate

by and we lea:r:ned about the nature of their daily goals.

Strikingly

the interior C·f our barrios were as rich in imagery as the entire city
itself.

HiddE!n behind these images were a variety of other images.

We

noted generic, sub-elemental and ephemeral phenomena that played a role
in creating the barrio image.

Social issue .;; were also touched on by

examining the nature of activities carried on in the Zocalo and barrio
plazas, by locating·areas where the students played and in a close
examination of the bario fiesta.

The

composit~

image of the barrio

garnered in all the foregoing ways was foun1 to be further reinforced
by sounds and smells and colors.

Add them up if you wish, but that's

a lot of ways to look at the barrios of San Cristobal.
of your addition?
The sum of it all is the barrio

* * * *
And the barrio is people and place.

And the sum
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Fustel de Coulanges said that civitas t.,ras the religious and
political association of families.
civitas?

What is a barrio if it is not a

But he goes on to say th:lt urbs 't-;ras the place of assembly , the

dwelling-place, and the sanctuary of this association.
if not an urbs?
together.

What is a barrio

What is a barrio if it is not both urbs and civitas

Fer the Greeks an urbs was founded to provide a sanctuary

for common wcrship, and so even today many in San Cristobal would say
that a barrie with a church is no barrio at all.
whole, lived in and preceived as such .

A barrio is a small

There is no image, or feeling,

of a barrio that does not encompass this dual aspect of urbs and civitas.
Such a simple

t~ing

as a church embodies in itself this dual aspect ,

for at once tt is sanctuary and landmark; such a simple thing as a
plaza embodies in itself thi.s dual aspect , for it is at once place of
assembly and central node; such simple things are always both and so
the dual

aspf~cts

of the barrio are tied together in a Gordian knot

that melds spirtual and physical into an organic whole.

Just as my

body, and yours, unites silmultaneously a human spirit and a corporal
being, so the barrio does likewise.

The church spire that beckons from

on far as a landmark, beckons also as a symbol.of the spirit as it
stands guard:Lng the barrio plaza.

All landmarks are symbols, all

symbols landmark's, and so are unescapable.
But the barrio is of a certain size.
small exists the barrio in San Cristobal.
the city; and smaller is the home.

Neither too big nor too

Bigger than the barrio is

And just as the barrio is more than

the sum of its parts, so the city is more than the sum of the aarrios.
Above and below, the homes and the city likewise exist as
wholes uniting urbs and civitas.

complete

The next. two chapters will be devoted
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to showing that such is indeed the case.

